


The Planet Future Foundation has been created

with four very distinct goals in mind:

Create awareness of the impact that the

climate crisis is having around the world and

how important is to protect the most sensitive

regions of the planet mentioned below. 

Demonstrate solutions and strategies being

implemented to mitigate and adapt to the

climate crisis by various industries,

governments, NGOs, businesses, academic

institutions, and individuals.

Provide education to the above mentioned

institutions to be more sustainable and

what can be done to protect the

environment and our planet

Encourage individuals to act immediately by

taking action but in choosing the most

effective leaders and demanding from their

governments comprehensive environmental

policies.

The Arctic, Greenland,

Glaciers & Antarctica

The Amazon, Rainforests

and Jungles

Regions at risk of Drought,

Heatwaves and Flooding

Coral Reefs and the Marine

Environment



To create awareness of the impact that the climate

crisis is having around the world and how

important is to protect the most sensitive regions of

the planet, Pancho Campo and his team will travel

to record the Planet Future Documentaries which

will be broadcast through our YouTube channel

and the web of the Foundation.

Each documentary will show footage of the impacts

of climate change in each region,  sustainability

initiatives and biodiversity, as well interviews with

local experts. It also will include tourism, traditions,

culture, activities and food.

Pancho Campo and his team will record all the

footage using only his Iphone, a GoPros and a

drone. To show the audience how easy can be to

try to make a difference.

All the expeditions, trips and documentaries are non-

profit initiatives for which we are trying to raise

funds through sponsors and donations. We also seek

the support of local governments, tourism promotion

boards and other organizations,

Below are listed some of the expeditions and

trips already conducted and scheduled for 2022.

Expeditions & Trips

Greenland & Iceland

March 2022

British Columbia

April 2022

Napa Valley

April 2022

Miami

May 2022

Riviera Maya

June 2022

Cayman Islands

July 2022



Pancho has traveled the world studying the impacts of

the climate crisis and has participated in expeditions

and trips to Greenland, the Arctic, Africa, the

Caribbean, coral reefs, etc. He is also the founder

and president of the Planet Future Foundation.

As the CEO for Chrand Events he has managed the

company for over 30 years and organized conferences,

sports events and concerts in 20 countries. 

He is a very charismatic and engaging presenter on

topics related to the climate crisis and he is a

passionate motivational speaker.

CONTACT
Email: ceo@chrand.es

WhatsApp: +34 696 21 28 80
www.chrand.es

Pancho Campo has collaborated and worked
with numerous world leaders, sports

personalities, artists and celebrities who
have also participated in his events.

Former tennis professional in the ATP, Olympic

Captain in Barcelona 92 and Davis Cup Coach.

President - Planet Future Foundation

Host of the Planet Future Documentaries

President Obama

Portugal 2018
Kofi Annan 

Spain, 2011

VP Al Gore

Gibraltar 2013

Sting

Italy, 2011

Professional Diver

PADI Instructor &

Tec Diver

Climate Explorer

80+ countries

visited



  Planet Future  

Speeches
by Pancho Campo 

Coinciding with our expeditions and trips to record

the Planet Future documentaries we try to schedule

speeches and presentations about the climate

crisis. 

These speeches are usually conducted at schools,

universities, chambers of commerce, professional

associations, NGOs, etc.

Most speeches are free of charge for attendees,

unless is a fund raiser.



The logo of the company shall de included in the

documentary.

The company shall be mentioned in the

acknowledgement section

  Planet Future 

 Documentaries 
Benefits for Partners & Supporters 

Footage of the company or organization will be

recorded and included in the final edit of the

documentary.

An interview with a company representative shall be

included in the documentary.

Branded goods and services can be featured in the

documentaries.

The uniform, equipment and gear to be used by

Pancho Campo can be branded.



  Organizations &

Supporters

Planet Future Foundation Inc.
520 Brickell Key Drive

Suite 514

Miami, FL 33131

United States

Email: info@planetfuturefoundation.org

Whatsapp: +1 (786) 212 9226


